
Superbowl TAMPA Mi1MFEB 5-14

FRI 5iiiWe depart from the UK, flying out to ORLANDO. We meet and collect our transport
and head for a look around the airport. Our hotel tonight is at the end of the runway.

SAT 6
III

Today we drive to the TAMPA area. There are many early arrivals today for the
superbowl. We look in at the area airports of LAKELAND, TAMPA,, CLEARWATER, TAMPA
EXECUTIVE & ST PETERSBURG. Our hotel for next 2 nights is near Lakeland.

SUN 7 
iii

Superbowl day and another run around to all the possible arrival airports

.

MON 8

iii

A final look around for late departures, then drive back towards ORLANDO.We call
in at KISSIMMEE and spend the rest of the evening at MCO. Back to our previous hotel.

TUE 9

iii

We start at ORLANDO EXECUTIVE, then head south via MELBOURNE and VERO
BEACH, to WEST PALM BEACH. Our hotel is nearby LANTANA airport

WED 10

iii

Heading south again, we stop at several airports, including BOCA RATON, to
FORT LAUDERDALE. Our hotel for 2 nights, is close to the airport

.

THU 11 

iii

We have the whole day to visit the area airports, including FORT LAUDERDALE,
FORT LAUDERDALE EXEC and OPA LOCKA

FRI 12 

iii

After a quick look in at FLL we concentrate on MIAMI and TAMIAMI. In the
afternoon we check-in at our airport hotel, overlooking the runways

.

SAT 13 

iii

Our final day, which is mostly spent around MIAMI INTERNATIONAL. We have an
evening departure, back to the UK

Cost: £1299 Deposit: £399 Single Room: £299
Includes: All flights and taxes, Ground transportation, 8 night hotel (most with breakfast)

A sunny getaway for BIZ jets and some interesting airports in the area
Many more airfields or museums can be included, for those that wish.

Local departures possible - Spaces limited, due to hotel availability

Extensions possible


